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	 F5    122xxx	 D* Chords:
	 G5    355xxx		 Dsus2       xx023x
	 Cadd2 xx203x		 G/C         x3003x
	 C     xx201x		 Dsus4(no5) 	xxxx33
						 D(no5)      xxxx32

	 D(5)  557775	 A(5)  577655
	 G(3)  355433	 F(8)  8-8-10-10-10-8

INTRO:
	 F5                    G5
	Please please tell me now  (x4)
	
INSTRUMENTAL LEAD IN (also played over D* chord in Verses)
	 Dsus2  G/C  Dsus4(no5)  D(no5)  Dsus2  (play 3X)
	 C  Cadd2  C (play 2X)
	 Dsus2  G/C  Dsus4(no5)  D(no5)  Dsus2

VERSE 1:
D*
I made a break I run out yesterday
Tried to find my mountain hideaway

C Cadd2 C   C Cadd2 C    D*
Maybe next year maybe no go

D*
I know you re watching me every minute of the day yeah
I ve seen the signs and the looks and the pictures
They give your game away yeah
          G                      C
There s a dream that strings the road
            D
With broken glass for us to hold
      G           C               F     C
And I cut so far before I had to say

CHORUS:
	 D(5)                  F(8)
	Please please tell me now
	        A(5)                G(3)   
	Is there something i should know
	 D(5)                        F(8)
	Is there something I should say



	           A(5)             G(3)   
	That would make you come my way
	       G                 C                 D* (2X)
	Do you feel the same  cos you don t let it show

VERSE 2:
D*
People stare and cross the road from me
And jungle drums they all clear the way for me

C Cadd2 C             C Cadd2 C          D*
Can you read my mind can you see in the snow

D*
And fiery demons all dance when you walk through that door
Don t say you re easy on me, you re about as easy as a nuclear war
       G                      C
Cos the dream that strings the road
           D
With broken glass for us to hold
     G            C              F   C
And I got so far before I had to say

CHORUS

INTERLUDE:
	 B  C  D  Em (3X)
	 B  C  D  C

D(5)                  G(3)
Please please tell me now
        F(8)                G(3) (same 2 chords for remainder & fade out)
Is there something I should know
Is there something I should say
That d make you come my way
Please please tell me now
Can you see what makes me blow
Can you see how much I die
Every time this passes by
Please please tell me now
What it takes to make it show
Is there something I should know
Is there something i should say
That would make you come my way


